Refresh Your Home Media Experience with Hi-fi Sound

Classic stereo amplification is rejuvenated with network functions that simplify audio streaming from personal devices, while adding convenient ways to cast music around the home. The TX-8250 has Chromecast built-in, FlareConnect™, and DTS Play-Fi® multi-room technologies over 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® for stable connection. You can play from Spotify®, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer services, cast from iTunes and other apps with AirPlay, or stream with Bluetooth® technology. As the hub of your home hi-fi, the receiver features abundant analog and digital audio connections along with USB Audio and MM phono equalizer, so you can amplify any source of audio you want. Backed by powerful yet precise amplification for expressive musicality, the TX-8250 is a flexible high-performance solution for seamless home entertainment. * Firmware update required.

1. 135 W/Ch Hi-Current Amplification System
2. Chromecast built-in, FlareConnect™, and DTS Play-Fi® Multi-room Audio
3. Spotify®, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer Services via Onkyo Controller App*2
4. 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, and Bluetooth® Technology
5. Quality AK4452VN DAC for Hi-Res Audio
6. MM Phono, Analog, USB, and Digital Audio Inputs
7. FM/RDS and DAB/DAB+ Radio with 40 Presets
8. Apple AirPlay Audio Streaming from iOS, iTunes, and Supported Apps
10. FlareConnect Multi-room Audio Distribution to Compatible Components and Speakers
11. Works with Google Assistant Smart Speakers
12. Supports DTS Play-Fi Multi-room Audio
13. Apple AirPlay Audio Streaming from iOS, iTunes, and Supported Apps
14. Spotify®, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer Streaming Services
15. Dual-band 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi for a Stable Connection
16. Control and Manage Multi-room Playback with Intuitive Onkyo Controller App for Android® and iOS Devices
17. Stream from Mobile and PC via Bluetooth® Version 4.1 + LE (A2DP/AVRCP) with Wake On Play, Bluetooth Standby, and Auto Connect Function
18. PMRD, DAB+®, and AM Radio Tuners with 40-Station Memory Presets
19. Radio Station Preset Naming (Up to 10 Characters)
20. Audio Playback via USB Flash-memory Devices with Onkyo Controller Navigation
21. WRAT (Wide Range Amplifier Technology) with Massive Hi-Current EI Transformer, Custom Power Capacitors, and Low Impedance Drive
22. Non-Phase-Shift Amp Circuitry with Discrete Power Transistors
23. Optimum Gain Volume Circuitry with Discrete Power Transistors
24. AKM AK4452VN Digital-to-Analog Converter
25. Supports Hi-Res Audio via Network and USB (DSD Direct 2.8 MHz/5.6 MHz® and 192 kHz/24-bit PCM)
26. Decodes FLAC, WAV, ALAC, DSD, AIFF, WMA Lossless, MP3, and AAC Formats via Network and USB
27. Advanced Music Optimizer Improves Compressed Digital Audio Quality, Including Bluetooth Audio
28. Direct Mode for Source-Authentic Audio Reproduction
29. 4 Digital Audio Inputs (2 Optical and 2 Gold-plated RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output)
30. 6 Digital Audio Inputs (2 Optical and 2 Gold-plated RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output)
31. Gold-plated Analog RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output
32. Gold-plated Phono Input with MM Equalizer
33. Subwoofer Pre-Out
34. Speaker Posts with Screw Knobs
35. 2 USB Inputs (Front: 5 V/0.5 A, Rear: 5 V/1 A)
36. IR (Infra-red) Input and Output
37. LAN Input with IP Control Capability for Home Automation Systems
38. Gold-plated 6.35 mm Headphone Jack
39. RS-232C Terminal
40. RI (Remote Interactive) Terminal
41. Input Selector Knob and Bass/Treble/Balance Controls
42. Front-panel Speaker A/B Drive Selector Button
43. 3-Mode Display Dimmer (Normal/Dim/Dimmer)
44. Sleep Timer and Battery-free Memory Back-up
45. Full-function RI (Remote Interactive) Remote Controller
46. Network Standby, Bluetooth Standby, and Auto Standby Modes

* Enabled with firmware update. *2 Please check App Store or Google Play for device and OS requirements. *3 Enabled with supplied USB DAB Adapter (UDB-1). *4 DSD playback not supported over wireless LAN.

HIGHLIGHTS
- Advanced Music Optimizer Improves Compressed Digital Audio Quality, Including Bluetooth Audio
- Direct Mode for Source-Authentic Audio Reproduction
- Apple AirPlay Audio Streaming from iOS, iTunes, and Supported Apps
- Spotify®, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer Streaming Services
- Dual-band 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi for a Stable Connection
- Control and Manage Multi-room Playback with Intuitive Onkyo Controller App for Android® and iOS Devices
- Stream from Mobile and PC via Bluetooth® Version 4.1 + LE (A2DP/AVRCP) with Wake On Play, Bluetooth Standby, and Auto Connect Function
- PMRD, DAB+®, and AM Radio Tuners with 40-Station Memory Presets
- Radio Station Preset Naming (Up to 10 Characters)
- Audio Playback via USB Flash-memory Devices with Onkyo Controller Navigation
- WRAT (Wide Range Amplifier Technology) with Massive Hi-Current EI Transformer, Custom Power Capacitors, and Low Impedance Drive
- Non-Phase-Shift Amp Circuitry with Discrete Power Transistors
- Optimum Gain Volume Circuitry with Discrete Power Transistors
- AKM AK4452VN Digital-to-Analog Converter
- Supports Hi-Res Audio via Network and USB (DSD Direct 2.8 MHz/5.6 MHz® and 192 kHz/24-bit PCM)
- Decodes FLAC, WAV, ALAC, DSD, AIFF, WMA Lossless, MP3, and AAC Formats via Network and USB
- Advanced Music Optimizer Improves Compressed Digital Audio Quality, Including Bluetooth Audio
- Direct Mode for Source-Authentic Audio Reproduction

CONNECTION FEATURES
- 4 Digital Audio Inputs (2 Optical and 2 Gold-plated RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output)
- 6 Digital Audio Inputs (2 Optical and 2 Gold-plated RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output)
- Gold-plated Analog RCA Inputs and 1 Line Output
- Gold-plated Phono Input with MM Equalizer
- Subwoofer Pre-Out
- Speaker Posts with Screw Knobs
- 2 USB Inputs (Front: 5 V/0.5 A, Rear: 5 V/1 A)
- IR (Infra-red) Input and Output
- LAN Input with IP Control Capability for Home Automation Systems
- Gold-plated 6.35 mm Headphone Jack
- RS-232C Terminal
- RI (Remote Interactive) Terminal

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
- Input Selector Knob and Bass/Treble/Balance Controls
- Front-panel Speaker A/B Drive Selector Button
- 3-Mode Display Dimmer (Normal/Dim/Dimmer)
- Sleep Timer and Battery-free Memory Back-up
- Full-function RI (Remote Interactive) Remote Controller
- Network Standby, Bluetooth Standby, and Auto Standby Modes
- * Enabled with firmware update. *2 Please check App Store or Google Play for device and OS requirements. *3 Enabled with supplied USB DAB Adapter (UDB-1). *4 DSD playback not supported over wireless LAN.
Driving Big Speakers with Boundless Energy
Match your TX-8250 with stereo loudspeakers and add genuine hi-fi sound to all your entertainment sources. Discrete high-current amplifiers, massive transformer, and custom-made capacitors assure effortless driving power with very low distortion. High current grips the speaker cones for more accurate control, restoring vitality and detail to music. Non-phase-shift circuitry, meanwhile, clearly focuses the audio image and reproduces a wide frequency bandwidth for best performance with Hi-Res Audio and vinyl sources.

Stream Instantly with Chromecast built-in
Stream music from any smartphone, tablet, or PC, with ease. Control playback with popular Chromecast-enabled apps your enjoy music from Multi-room Audio systems. Music selection, speaker grouping, and music services, and more with supported components and playback management across the home are built into the Onkyo Controller app**.

Onkyo Controller App for Smartphones and Tablets
Onkyo Controller supports receiver and multi-room control. Receiver and Tunné are built into the system GUI — use dedicated apps (where available) or Onkyo Controller to find and play music. Cast from PC and iOS devices from iTunes, together with other supported applications, via AirPlay technology. Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, and built-in Streaming Services expect fewer dropouts, faster connection, and less interference over 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi. Access to Spotify®, TIDAL, Deezer, and TuneIn are built into the system GUI — use dedicated apps (where available) or Onkyo Controller to find and play music. Cast from PC and iOS devices from iTunes, together with other supported applications, via AirPlay technology.

Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, and built-in Streaming Services

Due to a policy of continued product improvement, Onkyo reserves the right to change specifications and appearance without notice. For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com. Manufactured under license from DTS, Inc. DTS, Play-Fi, and the Symbol are trademarks of DTS, Inc. DTS and Play-Fi are registered trademarks of DTS, Inc. © DTS, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Wi-Fi CERTIFIED Logo is a certification mark of the Wi-Fi Alliance. © Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi CERTIFIED, and the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED Logo are trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. Onkyo Music Control App and Music Optimizer are trademarks of Onkyo Corporation. Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, and Built-in Streaming Services expect fewer dropouts, faster connection, and less interference over 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi. Access to Spotify®, TIDAL, Deezer, and TuneIn are built into the system GUI — use dedicated apps (where available) or Onkyo Controller to find and play music. Cast from PC and iOS devices from iTunes, together with other supported applications, via AirPlay technology.
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